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GENERAL GUIDELINES
Regions Integrated Receivables is a comprehensive solution that simplifies and optimizes the receivables
process. Integrated Receivables provides a consolidated data file containing received payment types:





Automated Clearing House (ACH)
Wire Transfer
Lockbox
Quick Deposit

Regions Integrated Receivables also helps clients expedite payment posting by allowing data specific to the
transaction to be added and downloaded in a daily receivable file.
Regions Integrated Receivables maintains a long term (7-year) archive of payment records that facilitates research
and issue resolution. Additionally, the archive function allows users to search by certain data fields within the
payment for online viewing or downloading to an XML or CSV file. Audit reports for all users of the system are
provided as well.

DASHBOARD - OVERVIEW
As transactions are received by Regions, Integrated Receivables will present a summary view of those
transactions.
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Below is a sample of the Receivables Summary Dashboard:

INFORMATION INCLUDED ON THE SUMMARY PAGE
The Summary Dashboard shows the Daily Total, Daily Count, Total to be Perfected, and Items to be
Perfected, which are explained below.
Daily Total: the total value of credits received.
Daily Count: the number of transactions received.
Total to be Perfected: the total value of credits received that have not been perfected. One “Perfects” a
transaction by appending related information to the transaction such as Customer Name or Customer ID.
Items to be Perfected: the number of transactions received that have not been perfected.
The Receivables Dashboard lists the received payments by:
Date

Payment Type

Deposit Account

Transaction Date

Details if the transaction
is ACH, Wire, Lockbox
(Retail and Wholesale), or
Quick Deposit

The account number
The r o u t i n g number listed is the
listed is the account
Routing number of the receiving
number of the receiving party
party

Amount

Custom Field 1

Custom Field 2
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Amount of the
transaction
received

The Custom Field 1 shows
any information appended
to the transaction such as
Customer Name or
Customer ID

The Custom Field 2
shows any information
appended to the
transaction such as
Customer Name or
Customer ID

The Perfected field shows if a user
has entered custom data for the
transaction

DETAIL PAYMENT SCREEN
Each Receivable type has a separate dashboard that is accessible by clicking the ACH, Lockbox, Quick Deposit
and Wire tabs listed on the Receivables Dashboard.
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ACH DASHBOARD
An example of the ACH Summary payment screen is shown below:

ACH transaction details will appear when you click on the transaction.
An example of the ACH detail payment screen is shown below:
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EDI DETAIL
If EDI information is provided, it will appear in the detail screen below.

The EDI transactions will appear when you click on the transaction.
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ACH/CIE DASHBOARD
An example of the ACH/CIE summary payment screen is shown below:

An example of the ACH/CIE detail payment screen is shown below:
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If a client would like to return an ACH or CIE transaction, they can click the individual transaction and then click the
“Returned” box in the ACH or CIE detail screen. The client has the option to manually enter in the reason for the
return in the “Return Comment” section. After the return is made, the client has until 2:00 pm CT the next business
day to revoke the returned transaction.

LOCKBOX
WHOLESALE LOCKBOX
An example of the Wholesale Lockbox Summary payment screen is shown below:
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The Wholesale Lockbox Summary payment screen will show the lockbox activity in a Batch format. To access the
individual items that make up the Batch, click on the Batch information.
An example of the Wholesale Lockbox Detail payment screen is shown below:

A copy of the check image will appear when you click on the transaction.

RETAIL LOCKBOX
An example of the Retail Lockbox Detail payment screen is shown below:
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The Retail Lockbox Summary payment screen will show the lockbox activity in a Batch format. To access the
individual items that make up the Batch, click on the Batch information.
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WIRE TRANSFER
An example of the Wire Summary payment screen is shown below:
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An example of the Wire Detail payment screen is shown below:
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QUICK DEPOSIT
An example of the Quick Deposit Summary payment screen is shown below:

The Quick Deposit Summary payment screen will show the deposit activity in a Batch format. To access the
individual items that make up the Batch, click on the Batch information.
An example of the Quick Deposit payment screen is shown below:
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SORTING COLUMNS
The data can be sorted in ascending or descending order by clicking on the column header.

DATA PERFECTION
Data Perfection is the process of appending additional information to a transaction (Custom 1 and Custom 2
Functionality). If desired, this process can be automated using a matching process that learns rules for populating
the custom fields. All the steps in the process are optional and are described below.

CUSTOM 1 AND CUSTOM 2 FUNCTIONALITY
Integrated Receivables offers clients the capability of appending data, such as Customer Name or Customer ID,
to a previously matched transaction. During the implementation process, you will provide Regions with the
names that you would like to associate with the Custom Field 1 and Custom Field 2 inputs (Example: Custom Field
1 renamed as “Customer Name” and Custom Field 2 renamed as “Customer ID”). Once you have added data
to the Custom Field 1 and Custom Field 2 inputs, that data will be added to any future downloads and exports.
This functionality is optional and can be added or discontinued by contacting Regions Treasury Management
Implementations.

MATCHING PROCESS
To help clients identify repetitive receivable transactions, Regions identifies the transactions through a
matching process. As transactions are received, Integrated Receivables searches up to three fields within the
payment record (provided by the client) that have been repeated. This service is optional and will require you
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to provide the Regions Treasury Management Implementations Group information on the three needed fields
during the implementation process.
An example of the Matching Process and Custom 1 and Custom 2 functionality has been provided in the diagram
below. The client provided three fields (Originator Name, Originator ID and Sending Bank ID) and the Custom
1 and Custom 2 fields have the values John Doe and 4444. Matching and Custom 1 and Custom 2 functionality
happen each time a transaction is received and can be intra-day. Transaction 1, 2, 3 and 4 is used for example
purposes.

Transaction 1: The client receives the following transaction:
Originator Name = John Doe Inc.
Originator ID = 12121212
Sending Bank ID = 111111111
The user adds Custom Field 1 and 2 information to the payment record
Chooses “Submit” option
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Transaction 2: Transaction with the same fields is received again

The user adds Custom Field 1 and 2 information to the payment record again
Chooses “Submit” option
Transaction 3: Transaction with the same fields is received again
The user can choose to Accept, Decline or Submit
If you choose to Accept or Decline, a Rule is created which governs how matching transactions
will be handled in the future
Transaction 4: No user action needed

STEPS TO PERFECT AN UNPERFECTED TRANSACTION
Step 1. Identify an Unperfected Transaction
Perfected transactions will be displayed on the Integrated Receivables Dashboard, or the Wire or ACH payment
summary screens with a check mark in the Perfected column. Unperfected transactions will not have a check
mark. To access the Custom Field 1 and Custom Field 2 inputs, click the individual Wire or ACH transaction and
add the information in the Custom Field 1 and Custom Field 2 input segments. After data is entered, click Submit
to move to the next unperfected record.
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Step 2. Additional Input
Once the transaction is received for a second time you will need to repeat Step 1 again. Click the individual
Wire or ACH transaction, and add the information in the Custom Field 1 and Custom Field 2 input segments.
After data is entered, click Submit to move to the next record.

Step 3. Accept, Decline and Submit
When the transaction is received a third time you will be presented with a choice to Accept, Decline or
Submit the rule that will add the Custom Field 1 and Custom Field 2 inputs to the transaction.
Accept

Choosing Accept will automatically add the information to the transaction each time it is received
by Regions.

Decline

Choosing Decline will add the transaction to the Unperfected queue, and it can be decisioned at a
later date.

Submit

Choosing Submit will add the transaction to Unperfected queue, but you will be asked to decision
it the next time it is received by Regions.
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USER ADMINISTRATION
Integrated Receivables provides clients with comprehensive control over the administration of your users. This is
accomplished by accessing the Integrated Receivables Users Administration tab which displays under the Gear icon.

ADDING/DELETING AN ADMINISTRATOR OR USER
To add or delete an administrator or user, click the Add User icon shown below. Once the icon is chosen, a Create
User table will appear which will enable an Administrator to add (Set to Active) an Administrator or User, add the
user’s first and last name and email address (We suggest using the user’s work email address) and define the new
user’s role as an Administrator or User. An Administrator can also deactivate or delete a user as well.
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ADDING ADMINISTRATOR OR USER TO ONEPASS
After the Administrator or User has been added to Integrated Receivables, they will need to add the user to
OnePass. Please follow this link to the OnePass User Guide: Regions.com/MyOnePass

RULES ADMINISTRATION
TO DISCONTINUE A RULE
The Rules Administration Dashboard consists of rules that the client has initiated and shows if a Rule is Pending,
Accepted (Always), Declined or has been Deleted. If an Administrator would like to discontinue an Accepted Rule
they will need to locate the Rule on the Rules Administration screen and delete the Rule. If the Rule is
deleted, all information that was automatically added to the transaction will cease.
A description of the Rules is listed below:
Pending – Custom Fields will be populated by this rule, but clients are given the option to Accept or Decline it on
an item detail page. The item will show as Pending until it has been Accepted or Declined.
Always – The client has accepted the rule and the Custom Fields will always be populated by this rule.
Decline – The client has the option of declining the rule by choosing Declined in the Rule Status section. Once
Declined is chosen, the Custom Fields will never be populated by this rule.
Delete – The client has the option of deleting the rule by choosing Deleted in the Rule Status section. Deleted is
different from Declined in that the rule can be re-learned and start populating custom fields again.
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VIEW LOGS

A listing of actions related to changing a Rules Status by Administrators and Users will show in the Logs section.
Other actions are listed there as well, such as User Administrator changes and Custom Field changes.

VIEW REPORTS
Files that have been downloaded will show in the View Reports tab. To download a copy of a file, please click the
Cloud icon to the left of the screen. To delete the file, please click the trash can icon to the right of the file
information.

SEARCH/ARCHIVED DATA
Regions Integrated Receivables online service provides a seven (7) year archive of received payments (Starting
with the implementation date). The records include any and all client specific entries in the Custom 1 and
Custom 2 fields.
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By clicking the search icon

the following screen will appear:

SEARCH FUNCTION
The search function allows you to search for transaction-related information such as Account Number, Routing
Number, Transaction Amount, Custom Field 1 entry and Custom Field 2 entries.
Searching for Account Number, Routing Number, Custom Field 1 entry and Custom Field 2 entries:
1. Enter the information that you wish to search into the blank Search field.
2. Filter the time frame that you would like to search within by manipulating the Start Date and End
Date.
3. Select Search.

SEARCHING FOR TRANSACTION AMOUNT
1. Enter the Transaction Amount that you wish to search into the blank Search field.
2. Filter the time frame that you would like to search within by manipulating the Start Date and End
Date.
3. Further filter by choosing Equal to, Greater than, Greater than or Equal to, Less than, Less than or Equal
to, or Not equal to.
4. Select Search.
5. If you input an amount and fail to filter, the search function will treat this as an equal sign.
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SEARCHING FOR TRANSACTION SPECIFIC INFORMATION
Transaction specific information can be searched for on the Receivables Summary Screen and individual summary
payment screens.
Example:
If the user enters “The Insurance Company” in the Search box on the Wire Payment summary screen and sets the
date range to be 1/1/2016 – 7/1/2016, the results of the search will return every wire transfer with “The
Insurance Company” in any of the listed fields that were received between 1/1/2016 and 7/1/2016.

The search resulted in the return of three wire transfers totaling $2,605,638.53 where the Originator Name
contained the phrase “The Insurance Company”.
For Clients with Retail/Wholesale Lockbox and Quick Deposit, they can now search at the batch level or the
detailed transaction level.
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DOWNLOADING OPTIONS
AUTOMATED FILE DELIVERY
Regions can securely deliver your data file via SFTP, HTTPS or FTPS in a BAI, Comma Delimited or XML. Files
can be delivered various times of the day or automatically at the default delivery time at 8:00 p.m. Central. We
suggest that you map your delivery times to the processing windows for the applicable receivable product.

PROCESSING WINDOWS
Integrated Receivables – Processing Timing
Lockbox

ACH (PEP+)

Wire Transfer
(MTS)

Data Perfection

Standard Option

Primary/Secondary
Option

12:00 AM
01:00 AM
02:00 AM
03:00 AM
04:00 AM
05:00 AM
06:00 AM
07:00 AM
08:00 AM

Lockbox
Processi
ng
Window

ACH
Memo
Post
available

09:00 AM
10:00 AM
11:00 AM
12:00 PM

Wire
Transfer
processi
ng ng
Window

Data Perfection
window
8:00 AM
6:00 PM
Lockbox
and/or ACH
file
Available to
client

01:00 PM
02:00 PM
03:00 PM
04:00 PM
05:00 PM

Wire
Transfer file
available for
client

06:00 PM
07:00 PM
08:00 PM
09:00 PM
10:00 PM
11:00 PM

Combined
file
Available for
client

Notes:
Standard Option = Allows client to perform manual “Data Perfection” or custom field data entry on all transactions through 8:00PM. File delivery will occur through two options: 1) client requested d
manual downloadthrough the Integrated Receivables Online service or 2) through pre-defined event driven file delivery with a bank defined End of Day delivery at 8:15 PM.
Custom Option = Allows client to enter “Data Perfection” or custom field data entry on transactions by payment source. Each payment source may be downloaded manually by the client as data entry is
complete or by selecting event driven data delivery upon completion of data entry. This option would deliver multiple files to the client throughout the day for posting to their Accounts Receivable
application.
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MANUAL FILE DOWNLOAD
A manual file download creates an XML, PDF, Excel or Word file that may be saved locally. The XML file
can be easily imported into a variety of applications including Excel. By selecting Download, you will
download any payment transactions that have been received up to that point in time. ACH, Lockbox and
Wire transactions can be downloaded separately by accessing individual ACH, Lockbox or Wire Summary
Screens and then clicking the Download icon.
Manually Downloading file in XML, PDF, Excel and Word
1. Select the Download icon.

2.
3.

The Downloaded file will appear in the Messages link at the top of the page
Once you have clicked the file to be downloaded, the option to Open or Save the file will appear

4. The file will be opened or saved in the format that you chose.
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This guide is for general informational and reference purposes only and is entirely subject and subordinate to
the terms of the respective written agreements for the products and services described above. This guide does
not constitute a contract or representation or warranty of any kind, express or implied, nor does it in any way
supplement, replace, modify, or amend the terms and provisions of the written agreements that govern the
products and services. You should review actual product and service agreements carefully to understand the
terms that govern the products and services and the rights, responsibilities, and liabilities of parties thereunder.
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